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A handout photo taken yesterday and made available by the Hong Kong Government Flying Service shows a fire rescue ship spraying water towards the burning oil tanker ‘Aulac Fortune’ off the coast in southern Hong Kong. —AFP 

HONG KONG: One man was killed and two others
declared missing after an oil tanker caught fire while it
was being refuelled off Hong Kong yesterday, sending a
huge cloud of dark smoke billowing into the air.
Twenty-three people were rescued after those on
board the stricken Vietnamese-listed vessel either fell
or jumped into the sea, police said. Some of the victims
suffered burns, with four people injured, one of them
seriously.

Fears of a potential environmental catastrophe in a
busy shipping channel also known for porpoises and
turtles were dampened late yesterday after officials
said no leak had been detected from the vessel which
not carrying any oil cargo at the time of the accident.
Fire department commander Yiu Men-yeung said the
ship was about to be refuelled by an oil barge when the
accident occurred.

He told reporters that according to the crew on the
barge, they were “connecting the hoses for refueling for

the oil tanker, and then there were three explosions”,
before the ship burst into flames. Yiu added that the
vessel, which was on its way from the southern Chinese
industrial city of Dongguan to Thailand, was not at risk
of sinking. It took around five hours for firefighters to
put out the blaze. But the tanker, which had a crew of
25 Vietnamese, was listing at a 30 degree angle. One
Singaporean national was slightly injured on the oil
barge, authorities said.

Shockwaves 
Witnesses described feeling shockwaves when the

explosions tore through the ship. “I felt my boat shaking.
The tremble came from the sea,” said speedboat driver
Michael Kwok, who told AFP he heard three explosions
while out on his boat nearby. Footage from before the
fire was brought under control showed the stricken ves-
sel listing with large plumes of black smoke coming from
its middle and flames still burning on the deck.

A Hong Kong government statement said firefight-
ers used four jets to contain the blaze, which could be
seen not far off the southern side of Hong Kong’s
Lamma island. A fireboat was seen spraying two
streams of water into the sea near the tilted side of the
tanker, according to an AFP reporter at the scene, with
a mass of twisted metal on the deck and a charred
exterior wall bearing a “No Smoking” sign. Three more
fireboats, a helicopter and a police boat were also cir-
cling the scene.

“I heard several banging and rumbling sounds, like
someone with big hands knocking my glass door,” a
resident of Lamma island’s Mo Tat New Village who
gave his name as Shu told AFP. He added that a smaller
banging sound followed about 10 seconds later. A fish-
erman from Lamma told local news channel i-Cable he
first heard explosions and then saw “dense smoke” fol-
lowed by a “ball of fire”.

The name on the front of the tanker was Aulac

Fortune, which the Hong Kong marine department
tracker website showed as arriving at the South Lamma
anchorage at 2:58 am Tuesday. Ship-tracking websites
MarineTraffic and VesselFinder both classify the ship as
an “oil/chemical tanker”. The marine department said
the tanker had already unloaded all oil cargo in previ-
ous ports and there was none onboard at the time of
the accident. It added “the pollution control vessels are
at (the) scene and no oil pollution is found so far”.

Despite no reported leakage, environmentalist
Gary Stokes said the incident was at an early stage
and he was still trying to assess its ecological impact.
“It is obviously something of concern when it comes
to the environment with the animals out there — it is
the home of the finless porpoise,” said Stokes, direc-
tor of OceansAsia.org, referring to the waters near
Lamma, adding its population is believed to be
declining. Turtles are also known to nest on one of
Lamma’s coves. — AFP 

One dead in HK oil tanker blaze 
A potential environmental catastrophe off Hong Kong’s coast 

Afghan migrants
returning 
from Iran hit
record high 
HERAT: The flow of Afghans forced to leave Iran
turned into a flood in 2018, with a record nearly
800,000 coming back as renewed US sanctions
sent the Iranian currency into freefall and fuelled
inflation. The 773,125 voluntary returnees and
deportees was 66 percent more than in 2017 and
the trend is expected to continue, said Laurence
Hart, the International Organization for Migration’s
(IOM) chief of mission in Afghanistan.

“The reason why people are coming back is
because of the reduced economic opportunities in
the region... including Iran,” Hart told AFP. The 2018
figure was the highest since the IOM began sys-
tematically recording the volume of returnees to
Afghanistan in 2012. In contrast, just under 33,000
Afghans came back from Pakistan, where many
have lived since fleeing the Soviet invasion of 1979.

Desperate Afghans have been paying smugglers
to cross the porous border with Iran for years in
search of work to support struggling families.
Smugglers can charge $300-$500 per person,
turning it into a multi-million industry. An estimated
1.5 million to two million “undocumented” Afghans
are in Iran, the United Nations’ refugee agency said

in September, citing government estimates.
Another one million are registered as refugees.

Many of the families of migrants are farmers
who have been suffering through Afghanistan’s
worst drought in living memory, compounding the
misery caused by 17 years of conflict and under-
scoring their reliance on the remittances. “There
were no jobs in Afghanistan so I had to go to Iran
for work,” said Mohammad Sarwar, 39, who
worked as a laborer for four months before he was
arrested by Iranian police and deported. 

“If I can make some money here, I will never go
back to Iran,” he said at the IOM’s busy transit cen-
tre in the western Afghan city of Herat, roughly 140
kilometers from the border. Abdul Hakim, 28, had
just found a job in Iran after a month of searching
when he was detained and kicked out. He faces an
uncertain future as he tries to find a way to support
his wife and three young children.

“The situation is very bad in Afghanistan,” said
Hakim, who comes from the northwestern province
of Badghis, which has been hit hard by the drought.
Some, like 75-year-old Naseruddin, who only gave
one name, have returned to Afghanistan penniless.
“I was there for five months but the police caught
me,” he said. “I have no money on me.” Nearly half
of the returnees — 358,065 — volunteered to
come back to Afghanistan after watching their
earnings shrivel up and jobs disappear. Iran’s rial
lost around half its value against the dollar last year
after US President Donald Trump pulled out of the
2015 nuclear deal. That move triggered a re-impo-
sition of tough sanctions on the Islamic republic,
which have exacerbated the country’s economic
problems. — AFP 

IS counterattack in 
east Syria leaves 
32 dead: Monitor
BEIRUT: Die-hard jihadists defending their last bastions
in eastern Syria used the cover of bad weather to launch
a vain but deadly counterattack against Kurdish-led
fighters. The Islamic State group was unable to hold on to
the positions they attacked but the assault killed 23 mem-
bers of the US-backed Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF)
and also left nine jihadists dead.

IS fighters took advantage of poor visibility to unleash
suicide attackers on SDF forces along the front line in the
Euphrates valley late on Sunday, the Syrian Observatory
for Human Rights said yesterday. “Twenty-three SDF
fighters were killed and nine IS jihadists were also killed
in fighting that lasted all night and into Monday morning,”
Observatory chief Rami Abdel Rahman said.

The jihadists often launch attacks under the cover of
bad weather that cancels out their opponents’ advantage
of US-led coalition air power. The SDF launched what is
meant to be the final offensive on the jihadist organization
four months ago with air and ground support from coali-
tion forces. The Kurdish-Arab alliance has deployed
some 17,000 fighters for an operation aimed at flushing
out IS from the last rump of its now-defunct “caliphate”.
IS fighters “launched deadly counterattacks in three dif-
ferent directions against the Syrian Democratic Forces,
including in the villages of Sousa and Al-Shaafa,” Abdel
Rahman said.

IS defense lines shattered 
He said they used at least two suicide bombers in their

attacks, which inflicted the latest in a string of heavy loss-
es on the SDF. According to the Observatory, 1,087 IS

jihadists were killed since the start of the operation on
September 10, while 602 members of the SDF also died.
“On Monday morning, the SDF launched an offensive and
retook all the positions they lost,” the Observatory said.
“Due to its depleted manpower, IS was unable to hold on
to the positions it attacked,” it said.

Abdel Rahman said the jihadists’ defences in the area
have collapsed and the end of the battle is near. The IS
jihadists who remain however include seasoned fighters
who have little to lose and are prepared to die in a last
stand. The meanders of the Euphrates in the east of Deir
Ezzor province near the border with Iraq are considered
the heartland of IS and are perilous terrain for the SDF.

“Their defense lines have been shattered. The jihadists
are mostly using snipers, snap attacks, tunnels and land-
mines” to slow the SDF’s inexorable advance, Abdel
Rahman said. In mid-December, the SDF took Hajin, the
last town of note in the IS-controlled pocket, signaling
the imminent fall of the jihadists’ last bastion.

Dregs of the caliphate 
An announcement by US President Donald Trump last

month that he was ordering a complete troop pullout
from Syria rattled the Kurds. It left them exposed to the
threat of a cross-border operation by their archfoe
Turkey and protesting that they had been poorly reward-
ed for doing much of the costly ground fighting in the
battle against IS.

They have pressed on with their operation in eastern
Syria regardless and Washington has since stressed any
withdrawal would be gradual. IS lost the village of Al-
Shaafa on Saturday and is battling to hold on to Sousa
and Baghouz. The fall of the two small villages would cap
a years-long multinational effort to smash the sprawling
proto-state IS declared over swathes of Syria and Iraq in
2014. IS would then no longer control any populated
areas in Iraq or Syria and would have completely revert-
ed to being a clandestine group carrying out hit-and-run
attacks from its desert hideouts. — AFP 


